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a coalition, but not under the actual chancellor. Hasty negotiations
showed that, France apart, the Allies would welcome a strong
government with a policy. The cabinet hesitated and left the way
free for the first great man to step upon the republican stage,
Gustav Stresemann.
Stresemann was then forty-five. The son of a Berlin beerhouse
owner and the possessor of a good degree from Berlin University
for a thesis on the development of the bottled beer industry in
the German capital, he preferred a business to an academic
career and took a post as assistant manager of a small chocolate-
making concern in Saxony. His abilities attracted notice, no less
than his insistence on organization and combination, and when
as a result of his efforts the Dresden manufacturers combined
to form a trade association he became its secretary, finally
becoming secretary to the powerful Union of Saxon Manufac-
turers, a creation largely due to his enthusiasm and skill in
negotiation. From his university days a Liberal of the old
romantic type whose idealism went back to the fiasco of the
Frankfurt parliament, and at the same time an ebullient German
patriot who instinctively paid homage to the achievement of the
empire., he had strong political ambitions of a type not over
common in pre-war Germany. He was untainted with the heresies
of the threefold state and the economic parliament, but he wanted
a co-operation between German industry and the German ruling
class. All his life indeed he strove for one synthesis after another.
As the obscure assistant manager he strove for co-operation
between the worker and the employer, as the secretary of the
Union for co-operation between the members of industry, now
he strove for co-operation between industry and the state in the
spirit of co-partnership in a common purpose. He met with some
nasty rebuffs before he established his position in the upper
middle-class industrialist party of the National Liberals but
survived them all, and by sheer force of personality rose in it
as'the representative of a younger and more virile Liberalism
of the German type until on the death, during the war, of its
great leader Bassermann he was unanimously elected to the
leadership of the party. He owed his success at once to his ability

